Illinois VENTURES (IV) is a startup and early-stage technology investment firm focused on research-driven companies. Conceived and launched by the University of Illinois, Illinois VENTURES helps elevate ideas by providing seed funding to startup companies.
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FUND | Illinois VENTURES

$65M UNDER MANAGEMENT

INVESTMENTS IN
75 COMPANIES

TOP 100 VENTURE CAPITAL FIRM
—ENTREPRENEUR MAGAZINE

#1 IN GAP FUNDING FOR THIRD-PARTY CAPITAL ATTRACTION
—INNOVOSOURCE

$600M & 600 JOBS
IV-BACKED COMPANIES HAVE RAISED ALMOST $600 MILLION IN THIRD PARTY CAPITAL AND EMPLOY NEARLY 600 PEOPLE

UIC CHANCELLOR’S INNOVATION FUND
Illinois VENTURES manages the UIC Chancellor’s Innovation Fund (CIF), a $10 million fund that supports the commercialization of new technologies developed by UIC faculty, staff, and students. CIF funding assists UIC inventors with the creation of technology-based startup companies.

FUNDING PROCESS

Inventor has an idea for a new technology

Inventor requests funding from Illinois VENTURES

Illinois VENTURES invests in the company

Company moves the technology from the lab to the marketplace